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VALITS PROJECT TOOL IS READY TO TEST YOUR SKILLS
The final conference of VALITS project “Skills that pay the bills” – took place in Palma de Mallorca
on 2nd October 2018 and launched the Validation Tool and Career Guidance App to an audience of
young seasonal workers and representatives of employment services.

VALITS

stands for VALidating Informal Transversal Skills of

young workers in seasonal tourism. The main aim of the VALITS
project was to promote the cross-sector mobility of seasonal
tourism workers through the validation of transversal skills and
their matching with suitable sectors and careers that have a
demand and skills-needs for those competences.
After a desk research and a field research phase 10 informal
transversal skills were identified by the VALITS partnership as
being most valued by employers inside and outside tourism.

Organizational
Skills

•Team working Skills
•Time Management
•Decision Making
•Planning Skills

Transversal
Skills

•Customer Orientation
•Leadership Skills
•Work under Pressure

Personal Basic
Skills

•Loyalty and Comittment
•Interpersonal Skills
•Willingness to Learn

VALITS ready to test your skills
Since the launch at the final conference the Valits Validation Tool is online on the project website
www.valits.eu and available for free. It is a a 1-hour skills assessment tool and uses a large variety of
interactive and non-interactive tests to detect and grade the user’s informal transversal skills without
him knowing which skills are being tested. The assessed transversal skills are then certified and also
used to suggest possible career paths where their skills are needed. This led to the development of
the Career Guidance App. The Career Guidance App supports the cross-sector mobility of seasonal
tourism workers and guides the user to full-time work opportunities in different economic sectors
where their transversal skill-set is in demand. It also helps to get jobs up the ladder in the same
sector with the skills they have developed.

For whom is VALITS useful
The VALITS tools are very useful for school, career guidance, employment service or other
application. Human resources professionals can guide young workers to identify their informal
transversal skills by using VALITS.

If you wish to know more about VALITS
project do not hesitate to contact us. Find all
our results on the project website
http://valits.eu/
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Project Coordinator Sea Teach S.L.
Port Petit 208, 07660 Cala D’or, Mallorca, Spain
Phone: +34 971 648 429, Mail: email@sea-teach.com
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